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Abstract— The aggregate capacity of wireless mesh networks
can be increased by the use of multiple frequency channels and
multiple network interface cards in each router. Recent results
have shown that the performance can further be increased when
both non-overlapped and partially overlapped channels are being
used. In this paper, we propose a linear model for a joint channel
assignment, interface assignment, and scheduling design. We
propose the channel overlapping matrix and mutual interference
matrices to model the non-overlapped and partially overlapped
channels. Since the model is formulated as a linear mixed-
integer program with a few integer variables, the computation
complexity is low and it is feasible for implementation. Simulation
results show that the aggregate network capacity increases by
90% when all partially overlapped channels within the 802.11b
frequency band are being used.

I. INTRODUCTION

A multi-interface multi-channel wireless mesh network
(MIMC-WMN) consists of a number of stationary wireless
routers, forming a multi-hop wireless backbone. Each router
is equipped with multiple network interface cards (NICs) [1].
Each NIC operates on a distinct frequency channel in the IEEE
802.11a/b/g bands. The wireless mesh routers serve as access
points for wireless mobile devices. Some of them also act
as gateways to the Internet via high-speed wired links. Two
neighboring routers can establish a logical link if each one
has an NIC operating on the same channel. A sample MIMC-
WMN is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Within the IEEE 802.11 frequency bands, the number of
available channels is limited. For example, the IEEE 802.11b/g
standards have 11 channels, of which 3 channels are non-
overlapped. This implies that some logical links (e.g., links
(a, b) and (f, h) in Fig. 1) may be assigned to the same
channel. Interference can occur if these links are close to
each other. The channel assignment problem determines which
frequency channel should be allocated to each logical link.

The number of available NICs in each router is also limited.
In the experimental MIMC-WMN test-beds in [1] and [2],
each mesh router is equipped with two NICs. Providing up
to four NICs is also considered reasonable in [2], [3]. A
small number of NICs implies that some logical links in a
router may need to share an NIC to transmit and receive
data packets (e.g., links (e, a) and (e, c) in Fig. 1). When
two logical links in a router share an NIC, they cannot be
active simultaneously. It significantly decreases their effective
data rate. The interface assignment problem determines which

Fig. 1. An MIMC-WMN backbone with eight mesh routers, six frequency
channels, and three NICs per router. The number on each link indicates the
operating channel number.

NICs should be assigned to each logical link. The channel
assignment and interface assignment problems are related. Two
links that share an NIC are required to operate over the same
frequency channel [1].

Various channel assignment algorithms have been reported
in the literature (e.g., [1]–[4]). Most of them only consider the
assignment of non-overlapped (orthogonal) frequency chan-
nels. Recent results have shown that the network capacity can
further be increased when both non-overlapped and partially
overlapped channels are being used [5], [6]. A joint channel
assignment and congestion control algorithm is proposed in
[5]. The proposed algorithm uses a channel weighting matrix
to model the overlapping between different channels. How-
ever, the model is non-linear which makes it difficult for
implementation in practical WMNs. Mishra et al. extended
the work in [3] and proposed an algorithm which assigns both
non-overlapped and partially overlapped channels [6]. The
algorithm is based on solving a discrete optimization problem.
However, since heuristics are used to obtain the solutions, the
solutions may not always be optimal [7].

In this paper, we systematically model a joint channel
assignment, interface assignment, and scheduling design prob-
lem. The contributions of our work are as follows:

• Our proposed model takes into account various parame-
ters including the number of available frequency chan-
nels, the number of available NICs in each wireless
router, transmission power, path loss information, signal
to interference plus noise ratio, expected traffic load, and
frequency response of each channel filter.



• Since the model is formulated as a linear mixed-integer
program with a few integer variables, the computation
complexity is low and it is feasible for implementation.

• We propose the channel overlapping matrix and mutual
interference matrices to model the non-overlapped and
partially overlapped channels.

• Simulation results show that the aggregate network ca-
pacity increases by 90% when all partially overlapped
channels within the IEEE 802.11b frequency band are
being used.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The problem
formulation is described in Section II. Our proposed joint
design is presented in Section III. Performance evaluations are
given in Section IV. Conclusions and future work are given
in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider an MIMC-WMN and assume that N denotes the
set of stationary wireless mesh routers. Each router is equipped
with I NICs. There are C frequency channels available. We
assume that the network’s logical topology has been pre-
determined. Let L denote the set of all unidirectional logical
links. The logical link from router a to router b is denoted by
(a, b) ∈ L. We assume the connectivity to be symmetric. That
is, link (a, b) ∈ L if and only if (b, a) ∈ L.

A. Channel Assignment Model

For any two routers a, b ∈ N such that there exists a
logical link (a, b) ∈ L, we define a C × 1 channel assignment
vector x̄ab. If router a communicates with router b over the ith

frequency channel, then the ith element in x̄ab is equal to 1;
otherwise, it is equal to zero. As an example, assume that C =
5 and router a is assigned to communicate with router b over
the second channel. We have, x̄ab =

[
0 1 0 0 0

]T
.

To establish the logical link (a, b) ∈ L, routers a and b
should assign a common frequency channel to communicate
with each other. This requires that,

x̄ab = x̄ba, ∀ a, b ∈ N, (a, b) ∈ L (1)

and
1T x̄ab = 1, ∀ a, b ∈ N, (a, b) ∈ L (2)

where 1 denotes a C × 1 vector with all entries equal to 1.
The term 1T x̄ab is equal to 1 if router a assigns one of the
available frequency channels to communicate with router b.

Consider two logical links (a, b), (c, d) ∈ L. If they are
assigned to the same channel, then the term x̄T

ab x̄cd is equal
to 1; otherwise, it is equal to 0.

B. Interface Assignment Model

For any two routers a, b ∈ N such that (a, b) ∈ L, we define
an I × 1 interface assignment vector ȳab. If the ith network
interface in router a is used to communicate with router b, then
the ith element in ȳab is equal to 1; otherwise, it is equal to
zero. As an example, assume that I = 3 and router a assigns
its first network interface to communicate with router b. We
have, ȳab =

[
1 0 0

]T
. Note that in general, ȳab �= ȳba.
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Fig. 2. Available eleven partially overlapped channels in 802.11b frequency
band. The number on each curve indicates the corresponding channel number.
Channels 1, 6, and 11 are non-overlapped (orthogonal).

To establish the logical link (a, b) ∈ L, routers a and b
should assign one of their NICs to communicate with each
other. This requires that,

1T ȳab = 1, ∀ a, b ∈ N, (a, b) ∈ L (3)

where 1 denotes an I × 1 vector with all entries equal to 1.
The term 1T ȳab is equal to 1 if router a assigns one of its
NICs to communicate with router b.

Consider two logical links (a, b), (a, c) ∈ L such that they
share router a. If they are assigned to the same NIC, then the
term ȳT

ab ȳac is equal to 1; otherwise, it is equal to 0.
If two neighboring logical links (a, b), (a, c) ∈ L are

assigned to the same NIC (i.e., ȳT
ab ȳac = 1), then they will

be assigned the same frequency channel (i.e., x̄T
ab x̄ac = 1).

On the other hand, if they are not assigned to the same NIC
(i.e., ȳT

ab ȳac = 0), then they will be assigned to two different
frequency channels (i.e., x̄T

ab x̄ac = 0). We can model the
relationship between the channel assignment and the interface
assignment vectors to be as follows:

x̄T
ab x̄ac = ȳT

ab ȳac, ∀ a, b, c ∈ N, (a, b), (a, c) ∈ L. (4)

C. Channel Overlapping Matrix

Assume that m and n are two of the available channels
within the 802.11 frequency band (i.e., m,n ∈ {1, · · ·C}).
Let Fm(ω) and Fn(ω) denote the power spectral density
(PSD) functions of the band-pass filters for channels m and
n, respectively. The PSD functions can be obtained from the
channels’ frequency responses. Without loss of generality, we
assume the use of raised cosine filters [8]. Fig. 2 shows the
frequency responses of the channel filters in the IEEE 802.11b
frequency band. To model the overlapping among different
channels, we define a symmetric C × C channel overlapping
matrix W. The entry in the mth row and the nth column of
W is denoted by scalar wmn and is defined to be as follows:

wmn =

∫ ∞
−∞ Fm(ω) Fn(ω) d ω∫ ∞

−∞ F 2
m(ω) d ω

. (5)

Now assume that channels m and n are assigned to arbi-
trary links (a, b) and (c, d), respectively. Let pa denote the
transmission power of router a. Also let gad denote the path
loss from router a to router d. The interference power from
link (a, b) on link (c, d) can be modeled as:

x̄T
ab W x̄cd gad pa = wmn gad pa. (6)



D. Mutual Interference Model

We first consider a MIMC-WMN where only non-
overlapped channels are being used, two links (a, b), (c, d) ∈ L
are defined to be mutually interfered with each other whenever
they are assigned to the same channel (i.e., x̄T

ab x̄cd = 1)
and the sender/receiver of one link is within the interference
range of the sender/receiver of the other link. The interference
range is then defined as the region where a given receiver
cannot decode the signal correctly if there is another trans-
mission within that range. Given the modulation scheme, the
interference range depends on the minimum required signal to
interference plus noise ratio SINRmin.

Now consider an MIMC-WMN where both non-overlapped
and partially-overlapped channels are being used. Two neigh-
boring links (a, b), (c, d) ∈ L are assigned to channels m and
n, respectively. If the interference power of the transmission
on link (a, b) causes the signal to interference plus noise ratio
on link (c, d) to be below SINRmin, then the transmitter of
link (a, b) is within the interference range of the receiver of
link (c, d). That is,

gcd pc

wmn gad pa + η
< SINRmin (7)

where η denotes the thermal noise power. Without loss of
generality, we model the path loss gad using the Friis free
space model [8]:

gad =
α

(rad)κ
(8)

where rad is the Euclidean distance between routers a and
d, κ is the path loss exponent, and α is a constant which
depends on the transmitter and receiver antenna gains and
signal wavelength. By substituting (8) into (7) and re-arranging
the terms, link (a, b) interferes with link (c, d) then,

rad < κ

√(
α pa

gcd pc/SINRmin − η

)
wmn. (9)

The importance of (9) is that we now have different
interference ranges depending on the assigned channels to
the neighboring links. The less the frequency overlapped, the
shorter the interference range is. Given that the bandwidth and
roll-off factor are the same in all raised cosine channel filters,
the interference range only depends on the frequency channel
separation (|m − n|). This fact is illustrated in Fig. 3. The
outermost circle indicates the interference range of receiver
router d when |m − n| = 0 (i.e., the same channel is being
assigned to links (a, b) and (c, d). The next circle shows the
interference range when |m − n| = 1. The innermost circle
corresponds to the interference range when |m−n| = 3. When
|m−n| > 3, there is no overlap between frequency channels m
and n for IEEE 802.11b (see Fig. 2a). Thus, the corresponding
interference ranges are equal to zero. Note that in this example,
transmission on link (a, b) interferes with transmission on link
(c, d) only when either |m − n| = 0 or |m − n| = 1.

For any two links (a, b), (c, d) ∈ L, we define a symmetric
C × C mutual interference matrix Mab

cd. If we have either

Fig. 3. Different interference ranges depending on the frequency channel
separation |m− n|. Logical links (a, b) and (c, d) use channels m and n in
802.11b frequency band, respectively.

rad < κ

√(
α pa

gcd pc/SINRmin−η

)
wmn

or

rcb < κ

√(
α pc

gab pa/SINRmin−η

)
wnm,

then the entry in mth row and nth column of Mab
cd is equal

to 1; otherwise, it is equal to 0. If the transmission powers
are fixed, the mutual interference matrices are constant for
stationary MIMC-WMNs. For the scenario in Fig. 3, the
corresponding mutual interference matrices are tridiagonal
with all diagonal, subdiagonal, and superdiagonal entries equal
to one:

Mab
cd = Mcd

ab =




1 1 0 0 · · · 0
1 1 1 0 · · · 0

0 1
. . .

. . .
. . .

...
...

. . .
. . .

. . . 1 0
0 · · · 0 1 1 1
0 · · · 0 0 1 1




11×11

(10)

Note that if logical links (a, b) and (c, d) are far enough
from each other, then all entries of Mab

cd become zero. Ac-
cording to the definitions of channel assignment vectors and
mutual interference matrices, we have:

x̄T
ab Mab

cd x̄cd =




1, if links (a, b) and (c, d) are
mutually interfered,

0, otherwise.
(11)

E. Link-Layer Flow Rates

Let 0 ≤ fab ≤ 1 denote the normalized link-layer flow
rate on logical link (a, b) ∈ L (i.e., the proportion of time
that link (b, a) is active). If two logical links (a, b), (c, d) ∈ L
are mutually interfered (i.e., x̄T

ab Mab
cd x̄cd = 1), they cannot

be active simultaneously. We can extend the interference
constraint in [3] to have:

fab +
∑

c,d:(c,d)∈L

x̄T
ab M

ab
cd x̄cd fcd ≤ 1. (12)

Let c0 denote the nominal data transmission rate (e.g., 11
Mbps data rate in IEEE 802.11b). The effective link-layer data
rate on link (a, b) is equal to fab c0.



III. JOINT CHANNEL ASSIGNMENT, INTERFACE

ASSIGNMENT, AND SCHEDULING PROBLEM

The mathematical formulation introduced in (1)-(12) models
the channel assignment, interface assignment, mutual inter-
ference among the links, and link-layer flow rates when all
non-overlapped and partially overlapped channels within the
IEEE 802.11 frequency band are being used. The model can
be employed to develop different cross-layer design schemes
for MIMC-WMNs. In this paper, we focus on a joint channel
assignment, interface assignment, and scheduling design prob-
lem. We assume that the network logical topology and routing
paths have been pre-determined. For future work, we plan to
relax these assumptions by integrating logical topology design
and routing algorithms (see also [9]).

A. Nonlinear Problem

Given the expected end-to-end traffic rates and routing
paths, we can determine the expected aggregated traffic load
on each logical link (a, b) ∈ L. It is denoted by γab. The
link utilization on logical link (a, b) is defined as the total
traffic load γab divided by the effective link-layer data rate
fab c0. Based on the results from queuing theory, when the
link utilization is close to 1, the queueing delay tends to
be very large [10]. On the other hand, a small value of the
link utilization tends to provide a small queueing delay. It
also implies that the network is less prone to congestion.
Thus, our objective function is to minimize the maximum
(i.e., bottleneck) link utilization in an attempt to manage the
network capacity according to the expected traffic load. Given
the parameters I, C, L, γab, c

0, and Mab
cd for all a, b, c, d ∈ N

such that (a, b), (c, d) ∈ L,

minimize
x̄,ȳ,f

maximum
a,b:(a,b)∈L

γab

fab c0

subject to

x̄ab = x̄ba,

1T x̄ab = 1,

1T ȳab = 1,

x̄T
ab x̄ac = ȳT

ab ȳac,

fab +
∑

c,d:(c,d)∈L

x̄T
ab Mab

cd x̄cd fcd ≤ 1,

where

x̄ab ∈ {0, 1}C
, ȳab ∈ {0, 1}I

, fab > 0,

∀ a, b : (a, b)∈L.

(13)

Intuitively, if a particular link is heavily loaded, its effective
link-layer data rate should be increased by reducing the
interfering links in its neighborhood. Note that problem (13) is
a non-linear mixed-integer program and is not easy to solve.
The terms x̄T

ab x̄ac and ȳT
ab ȳac are quadratic and the term

x̄T
ab Mab

cd x̄cd fcd is cubical.

B. Equivalent Linear Problem

By using some binary linearization techniques [11]–[13],
the original non-linear mixed-integer problem in (13) can

be converted to its exactly equivalent linear mixed-integer
program. The following steps are required.

Step 1. For each pair of logical links (a, b), (c, d) ∈ L, we
define a C × 1 auxiliary vector ūab

cd to be as follows:

ūab
cd = x̄ab ◦ x̄cd (14)

where ◦ denotes the Hadamard product1. From (14) we have,
x̄T

ab x̄cd = 1T ūab
cd. Since x̄ab and x̄cd are C×1 binary vectors,

eq. (14) is equivalent to the following linear constraint (see the
Appendix):

x̄ab + x̄cd − ūab
cd ≤ 1,

0 ≤ ūab
cd ≤ x̄ab,

0 ≤ ūab
cd ≤ x̄cd.

(15)

Step 2. For each pair of logical links (a, b), (a, c) ∈ L, we
define an I × 1 auxiliary vector v̄ab

ac to be as follows:

v̄ac
ac = ȳab ◦ ȳac. (16)

From (16), we have, ȳT
ab ȳac = 1T v̄ab

ac. Eq. (16) is
equivalent to the following constraint (see the Appendix):

ȳab + ȳac − v̄ab
ac ≤ 1,

0 ≤ v̄ab
ac ≤ ȳab,

0 ≤ v̄ab
ac ≤ ȳac.

(17)

Step 3. For each pair of logical links (a, b), (c, d) ∈ L, we
define a C × C auxiliary matrix Qab

cd to be as follows:

Qab
cd = x̄ab x̄T

cd fcd. (18)

The entry in the mth row and the nth column of matrix Qab
cd

is equal to the product of the mth entry in vector x̄ab (a binary
scalar), the nth entry in vector x̄cd (a binary scalar), and fcd

(a real scalar). Eq. (18) is equivalent to the following linear
constraint for all m,n ∈ {1, · · · , C} (see the Appendix):

1T
m Qab

cd 1n ≤ 1T
mx̄ab,

1T
m Qab

cd 1n ≤ 1T
n x̄cd,

1T
mx̄ab+1T

n x̄cd−2+fcd ≤ 1T
m Qab

cd 1n,

1T
m Qab

cd 1n ≤ 2−1T
mx̄ab−1T

n x̄cd+fcd

(19)

where 1m denotes the standard basis vector (i.e., a C × 1
constant vector with all entries equal to zero, except the mth

entry which is equal to 1). The terms 1T
m x̄ab, 1T

n x̄cd, and
1T

m Qab
cd 1n simply denote the mth entry of vector x̄ab, the

nth entry of vector x̄cd, and the entry in the mth row and nth

column of matrix Qab
cd, respectively. From (18), we have:

x̄T
ab Mab

cd x̄cdfcd = 1T (Qab
cd ◦ Mab

cd) 1. (20)

Note that Mab
cd is a constant matrix, thus eq. (20) is a linear

equality in terms of Qab
cd. In addition, we have, tr(Qab

cd) =(
1T ūab

cd

)
fcd.

1The Hadamard product of two C×C matrices A and B is a C×C matrix
whose entry in the ith row and jth column is equal to the product of the
entry in the ith row and jth column of A and the entry in the ith row and
jth column of B. The Hadamard product of two C×1 vectors can be defined
accordingly [14].



Step 4. We first note that:

minimize
x̄,ȳ,f

maximum
a,b:(a,b)∈L

γab

fab c0
= maximize

x̄,ȳ,f
minimum
a,b:(a,b)∈L

fab c0

γab
(21)

By defining δ as the minimum (fab c0/γab) for all (a, b) ∈
L, solving the right hand side in problem (21) is equivalent
to maximizing δ subject to the constraint δ ≤ (fab c0/γab) for
all logical links (a, b) ∈ L.

Problem (13) can now be replaced by its equivalent linear
mixed-integer program. Given I, C, L, γab, c

0, and Mab
cd for all

a, b, c, d ∈ N such that (a, b), (c, d) ∈ L,

maximize
x̄,ȳ,ū,v̄,Q,δ,f

δ

subject to

x̄ab = x̄ba,

1T x̄ab = 1,

1T ȳab = 1,

1T ūab
ac = 1T v̄ab

ac,

fab +
∑

c,d:(c,d)∈L

1T
(
Qab

cd ◦ Mab
cd

)
1 ≤ 1,

x̄ab + x̄cd − ūab
cd ≤ 1,

ūab
cd ≤ x̄ab,

ūab
cd ≤ x̄cd,

ȳab + ȳac − v̄ab
ac ≤ 1,

v̄ab
ac ≤ ȳab,

v̄ab
ac ≤ ȳac,

1T
m Qab

cd 1n ≤ 1T
m x̄ab, ∀ m,n=1,· · ·,C

1T
m Qab

cd 1n ≤ 1T
n x̄cd, ∀ m,n=1,· · ·,C

1T
mx̄ab+1T

n x̄cd−2+fcd≤1T
mQab

cd 1n, ∀ m,n=1,· · ·,C
1T

mQab
cd 1n≤2−1T

mx̄ab−1T
n x̄cd+fcd, ∀ m,n=1,· · ·,C

δ ≤ fab

(
c0/γab

)
,

where

x̄ab∈{0, 1}C
, ȳab∈{0, 1}I

, δ, fab > 0,

ūab
cd ≥ 0, v̄ab

cd ≥ 0, Qab
cd ≥ 0,

(22)

∀ a, b, c, d : (a, b), (c, d)∈L.

Note that the optimal solutions obtained from (13) and (22)
are the same. There are effective commercial software (such
as CPLEX [15]) to solve the linear mixed-integer programs.
Most of them use branch-and-bound algorithm [16]. The linear
mixed-integer problem (22) has L(C + I) binary variables
and L2(C + I + C2) + L + 1 real variables, respectively.
Note that the computational complexity of a linear mixed-
integer program depends only on the number of its integer
(in our case binary) variables, but not the number of real
variables [7]. Thus, problem (22) can easily be solved in
practice for small-scale and medium-scale MIMC-WMNs.
Given the optimal solutions, the appropriate channels and
interfaces can be assigned to the 802.11-based MIMC mesh
routers. The optimal link-layer flow rates can be implemented

by modifying the contention window adjustment mechanism
within the 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) as
explained in [17].

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance gain when
not only the non-overlapped channels, but also the partially
overlapped channels are being used. In the simulation model,
the size of the network field is 1 km × 1 km. Five different
random scenarios are simulated. In each scenario, the WMN
consists of 15 wireless mesh routers that are randomly located
in the field. The routers are equipped with 3 NICs. (i.e.,
I = 3). The IEEE 802.11b with 11 Mbps nominal data rate
(i.e., c0 = 11 × 106) is being simulated. Thus, up to 11
partially overlapped frequency channels are available (see Fig.
2). Three of them (i.e., channels 1, 6, 11) are non-overlapped.
The SINRmin is set to be 13 dB. The value of κ is equal to
2. The transmission power is the same for all routers. For each
scenario, 30 source and destination pairs are randomly selected
to generate UDP (User Datagram Protocol) traffic. We obtain
the global optimal solution for linear mixed-integer program
in (22) by using branch-and-bound algorithm [16]. To evaluate
the performance, two metrics are considered: 1) aggregate
network capacity (i.e.,

∑
a,b:(a,b)∈L fab) and 2) bottleneck link

utilization (i.e., 1/δ).
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 4. In this figure,

each point is the average of measurements for all five simu-
lated scenarios. The dashed lines correspond to the measured
performance metrics when a single channel (i.e., channel 1),
two non-overlapped channels (i.e., channels 1, 6), and three
non-overlapped channels (i.e., channels 1, 6, 11) are being
used, respectively. It is observed that, by using the partially
overlapped channels 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 instead of using
only non-overlapped channels 1 and 6, the aggregate network
capacity increases by 96% and the bottleneck link utilization
decreases by 20%. On the other hand, by using all partially
overlapped channels 1, 2, · · · , 10, and 11 instead of using only
non-overlapped channels 1, 6, and 11, the aggregate network
capacity increases by 93% and the bottleneck link utilization
decreases by 50%. Note that the performance improvements
are achieved without using extra resources (frequency spec-
trum). Thus, the spectrum is utilized more efficiently when
partially overlapped channels are being used.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we proposed a joint channel assignment,
interface assignment, and scheduling algorithm for MIMC-
WMNs when all non-overlapped and partially-overlapped
channels are being used. The joint problem is formulated as
a linear mixed-integer program with a few integer variables.
The computational complexity is low and is feasible for
implementation in practical networks. Simulation results show
that there is a significant performance improvement in terms
of a higher aggregate network capacity and a lower bottleneck
link utilization when all the partially overlapped channels
within the IEEE 802.11b frequency band are being used.
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Fig. 4. Performance comparison within the IEEE 802.11b frequency band.

For future work, we plan to extend our design by integrating
logical topology design and routing algorithms. We shall also
consider assigning more than one logical link between a pair
of routers in order to increase the effective capacity.

APPENDIX

Consider two binary variables θ1 and θ2. We define π =
θ1θ2. That is,

π =




0, if θ1 = 0, θ2 = 0,

0, if θ1 = 0, θ2 = 1,

0, if θ1 = 1, θ2 = 0,

1, if θ1 = 1, θ2 = 1.

(23)

The desired correspondence is obtained by simply requiring
that [11]:

θ1 + θ2 − π ≤ 1,

0 ≤ π ≤ θ1,

0 ≤ π ≤ θ2.

(24)

As an example, let θ1 = 1 and θ2 = 0. From (24) we have:

1 + 0 − π ≤ 1,

0 ≤ π ≤ 1,

0 ≤ π ≤ 0
(25)

which means, 0 ≤ π ≤ 0. In other words, we have, π = 0.
Now consider a non-negative real variable r. Assume that

rmax is an upper bound for the real variable r. We define σ =
r θ1θ2. The desired correspondence between σ and variables
θ1, θ2, and r is obtained by simply requiring that [12]:

0 ≤ σ ≤ rmaxθ1,

0 ≤ σ ≤ rmaxθ2,

rmax(θ1 + θ2 − 2) + r ≤ σ ≤ rmax(2 − θ1 − θ2) + r.

(26)

As an example, let θ1 = θ2 = 1. From (26) we have, r ≤
σ ≤ r. In other words, σ = r.
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